
PLAYSPONSOR WATCH

PlayCyber Women's Global League Presents...

A FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR THE WOMEN'S  SOCIETY OF CYBERJUTSU!

WICKED6.COM

THOUSANDS OF WOMEN 
COMING TOGETHER TO PLAY CYBER GAMES 

FROM ACROSS THE WORLD. 

GLOBAL SPEAKERS on
cybersecurity careers

NETWORKING in Discord over 
a 24 hour period

CYBER GAMES for all skill levels

WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

Plus Exclusive Prizes & Merch!

24 Hours of Live
Speakers, Cyber

Games, & Networking

March 29-30, 2024
24-Hour Virtual Global Hack & Chat Event

Join Us!

Join Today 
at wicked6.com

LEAGUE@PLAYCYBER.COM

COMPETE
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All WOMEN 24-hour
Hack & Chat

2024 Brings Even More Cyber Experiences for Women

Wicked6 is the signature event for PlayCyber's Women's Global League. Since its
inception in 2019 as an in-person tournament that brought in 6 co-ed teams from across
the nation, in 2022 it evolved into a global 24-hour hack and chat that brings more than
1300 women and girls from over 25 different countries on 6 continents.  

Now in 2024, we are expanding the program to bring back the TOURNAMENT virtually
but better, all women. We hope this encourages women in high schools, colleges, at the
beginning of their cyber careers, and throughout their careers to play more cyber
games, meet more women in cyber and invite more women to consider a cyber career. 
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IMPORTANT STATS FROM PREVIOUS WICKED6 BY YEAR AND OVERALL: 

"The idea of of trying to hack anything has always felt so intimidating but I decided to
step out of my comfort zone and participate."  - Security Leader, MBA, CISSP 

"It was a fun experience and helped me challenge my pentesting skills through network
security, web, crypto, etc.. Hoping to have a team next time." - Security Researcher 

“I loved WICKED6 because I felt connected to a global community of women who
understand how I feel about everything from life at work to cybersecurity-related
eccentricities. I appreciated, and I felt appreciated.” - Security Student

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY:
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+  Amazing Women's Event

+  Impactful Women's League

+  Vital Women's Organization

By sponsoring, your company is recognized as a Specialty
Program Company Member of the PlayCyber Global
League. This includes individual league memberships, 1
quarterly league webinar, and much more.

WICKED6.COM

Support WOMEN
in Cybersecurity

LEAGUE@PLAYCYBER.COM

Dedicated emails sent (Opt-ins ONLY) with link to your website + + + + + -

Premium Sponsor Logo on all Event Passes (virtual tickets) Sponsor - - - - -

Logo on live stream bottom thirds + + + - - -

Official press release announcing your sponsorship + + + - - -

Logo and company link on Wicked6 website with link to your website + + + + + +

Sponsor logo in promotional emails, social media, and at events + + + + + +

Tournament LIVE Stream Promotion 5 minute interviews 1 1 + - - -

Dedicated company discord channel with 4 all blasts posts + + + + + -

30 second commercial provided by sponsor for LIVE Stream 2 1 1 1 - -

Logo and Promotion on tshirts + + + + + -

Keynote Introduction (Speaker spot) / Session Sponsorship + + - - - -

Virtual Exhibit Booth in Brella + + + + + +

Logo on back of jersey (if signed by January 1, 2024 + + - - - -

$45K
Premium

$25K
Gold

$10K
Silver

$5K
Bronze

$1K
Sapphire

Individual League Memberships 60 40 20 10 2 -

Webinars held throughout 12 months 4 3 2 1 - -

Dedicated Discord Channel + + + - - -

Special League Benefits: Included in price above

Event Sponsorship Benefits

All sponsorship funds will be collected by our fiscal partner, the Women's Society of Cyberjutsu, a
national non-profit cybersecurity community dedicated to advancing women in cyber careers. 30% of
funds goes directly to WSC programs for women and girls. 

$500
Champion
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2024 | Follow the Sun Schedule 
Kick-Off: Friday, Mar. 29 | 1.5 Hours
LIVE | Speaking: North America
1 PM PT | 4 PM ET | 9 PM GMT | 10 PM CAT | 1:30 AM (+1 day) IST | 
7 AM (03/31) AET | 5 AM (03/31) JST 

Session 1: Friday, Mar. 29 | 2 Hours 
LIVE | Speaking: Japan / Australia
7 PM PT | 10 PM ET | 3 AM (+1 day) GMT | 4 AM (+1 day) CAT | 7:30 AM (+1 day) IST | 
1 PM (03/31) AET | 11 AM (03/31) JST

Session 2: Saturday, Mar. 30 | 2 Hours 
LIVE | Speaking: Africa / Europe
2 AM PT | 5 AM ET | 10 AM GMT | 11 AM CAT | 2:30 PM IST | 8 PM AET | 6 PM JST

Session 3: Saturday, Mar. 30 | 2 Hours 
LIVE | Speaking: India
7 AM PT | 10 AM ET | 3 PM GMT | 4 PM CAT | 7:30 PM IST | 1 AM (+1 day) AET | 11 PM JST

Finale: Saturday, Mar. 30 | 3 Hours
LIVE | Speaking: North America + Tournament Stream 
1 PM PT | 4 PM ET | 9 PM GMT | 10 PM CAT | 1:30 AM (+1 day) IST | 7 AM (+1 day) AET | 
5 AM (+1 day) JST

WICKED6.COM
LEAGUE@PLAYCYBER.COM

WATCH

2024 Brings Even More Cyber Experiences for Women

Wicked6 brings a wonderful mix of global speakers of all levels to conference talks. Each
sessions celebrates amazing women from each region of the world speaking on current
hot topics in cybersecurity that are important to women across the globe. Speakers are
encourage to speak in native languages that are then translated into English for the
general audience composed of women and men.  Group ticket pricing is available on
request.
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Previous Game Providers Brought Breadth and Depth in Cyber Skills

Cyber Games are a critical part of the cyber workforce pipeline. 
Games provide a fun way to try out different domains, learn new skills
through doing or watching, help to build confidence in skills learned in
classrooms, and enable players to practice with cyber tools and tactics. 

The value of Hack and Chat style play is to create a safe place for women to experience 
cyber games at their pace. We have brought back the TOURNAMENT for the more
competitive women with a monthly practice on ramp for 6 months.  The Final TOURNAMENT
will be streamed during Wicked6 event. 

Wicked6 provides women across the globe with 6 different style game platforms that
support various levels of skill and help to level up cyber careers. Games are provided for 24+
hours. Some are competitive while others are for fun and can be played as a group.  

Game Skill Level Player Format Summary

Beginner to Expert Individual Capture-the-flag style cyber range consisting of over 125
multi-disciplinary challenges

Beginner Individual Command line experience as well as the basics of offensive
and some defensive cybersecurity tools and tactics

Beginner to
Intermediate Individual and Team

Jeopardy-style Capture the Flag competition -
cryptography, networking, reconnaissance, reverse
engineering, and web

Beginner to
Advanced Individual and Team Reverse engineering, web security, digital forensics,

network security and more

Intermediate to
Advanced Individual Cross-site scripting (XSS), password cracking, authorization

bypass, business logic abuse, SQL Injection, and others

Beginner to Expert Individual and Team Threat hunting and incident response skills inside live Linux
and Windows VMs

WICKED6.COM
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Let's Get More
WOMEN into the Game

PLAY
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Hack the BIAS
ALL Women CYBER Team  Practice Season & Tournament

PlayCyber Global League announces the first-time ever ALL WOMEN GLOBAL TEAM Practice Season and
Tournament. Similar to US adult sports leagues, we will now offer an optional practice season for women's
teams to encourage newbies to join. 

November through February - Preseason Practice  Challenges
February - Virtual qualification game to determine final six teams 
March - Final Tournament and LIVE Stream at the Wicked6 2024 Hack and Chat. 

Teams will practice and compete in a Red versus Blue competition with a focus on career skills in incident
response, forensics, pwn, and more. Players will earn swag throughout the season, CPE recommendations,
bragging rights, badges, and build bridges with a tribe of women with a shared love for cyber and games. 

Teams will have choice of three pricing options.  

$880 per team ($995 value)
Preseason + Games Registration
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Price includes for all players: 
Onboarding (dedicated, team Discord channel)
Listing on the website of team name, description
and players (names or handles)
Monthly practice challenges for six months
Swag, Badges, and Completion certificates can be
used to support CPUs
Entry into qualification rounds
Opportunity to qualify and play in final
championship (virtually at Wicked6 2024)

Option 1: Build a New Team
Register a team  in September and take advantage of all the
benefits plus plenty of time to practice together. A PlayCyber
advocate will work with you to set up your team space on
Discord, recommend a practice schedule, provide links to
online resources, and schedule mentor meet ups monthly.
This option is perfect for a cyber skilled new team that needs
a bit of time to get acclimated to playing Red versus Blue. 

Option 2: Free Agent ($175)
Register as a free agent, an individual who would
like to join a team, either for the full season or just
the game option. A PlayCyber advocate will
connect you with possible teams contingent on
availability. This option is perfect for an individual
who is interested but not well connected with
other women in the field. 

Costs will be assign based on the team you join. 

COMPETE
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Hack the BIAS
ALL Women CYBER Team  Practice Season & Tournament

Team Information: 
Teams should include at least 5-8 players and identify a captain. Captains are responsible for registering for
games provided during season on behalf of the team. They organize meet ups and ensure all vital data is
provided to PlayCyber and that the players are aware of rules and requirements (such as reading and signing
Code of Conduct). The PlayCyber team will provide the practice environments, challenges, and program
elements to make it turn key for your team. 

NOTE: There is no formal training provided as part of this program. Players are expected to self-form, meet
periodically, and practice with provided challenges. We will provide monthly mentors to help with particular
topics. This program is specifically designed to help NEW teams form. 

$130.00 per player
Games Registration Only
 

Price includes for all players: 
Listing on the website of team name, description and players
Entry into qualification rounds
Opportunity to qualify and play in final championship
(virtually at Wicked6 2024)
Option to purchase Personalized Jerseys 

Option 3: Just Play
Register a team  by January to compete in the virtual qualifier
for an opportunity to play in the final tournament. A
PlayCyber advocate will work with you to set up your team
space on Discord, get you scheduled for the quick practice
round to acclimate you to the game, and play in the qualifier.
This option is perfect for a cyber skilled, red versus blue savy
team that just wants to play, have jerseys and gain
recognition.  

Front: 

Player Name

Back: 

Team Name

Short Sleeve Jersey or 

Long sleeve Quarter Zips Available

COMPETE

$85 PER SHIRT
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PlayCyber Global League (PCGL) helps you connect,
share, and learn alongside your peers. Whether you
are a security specialist, hacker, or gaming
enthusiast, you will hone your skills and gain
valuable industry expertise. Open to individuals and
corporations, our exciting league offers:

Innovative competition-based egames
Challenges for all ability levels and platforms
Education and training opportunities in a
learning-centered community

Support WOMEN
in Cybersecurity

PLAYCYBER GLOBAL LEAGUE 

Become a Games Platform Partner
Promote your game platform to 3,000+ global
women playing during Wicked6. There is no 
charge to be a Games Platform Partner of Wicked6.
But there are plenty of benefits, and you are
helping women!

Benefits: 
Your platform logo is featured in all event email
promotions
Your platform logo and game description are featured
on the Wicked6 website, with a link to your website
Your platform logo or name is included in social
media before, during, and post-event
In-kind arrangement

LEARN MORE AT WWW.WICKED6.COM/GAMES-PLATFORM-PARTNER-APPLICATION
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